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The main subject of tbie dissertation is the investigation 

of the performance of a position control servomechanism with both 
torque limitation and integral of error control. The effects of 
viscous friction were included. The performance of the servomechanism 
in the linear regime was investigated using the root loous method, 
while non-linear performance was investigated on an analogue oriaputer.

The introduction (section l) contains a short description of 
the importance of methods for the analysis of non-lineer systems and 
mentions the use of both phase - plane techniques and an analogue 
computer for the investigation of non-linear systems.

Section 2 covers different aspects of the operation of 
analogue computers. This section does not attempt to provide a 
comprehensive description of analogue computers, but rather tends to 
hitfiligbt general principles and those aspects of computer operation 
which wore of importance in the subsequent work on the servomechanism.

Section 2.1 is a general description of analogue computers, 
and distinguishes between differential analysers and dynamic analogies.

The linear operation of the analogue computer is considered 
in section 2.2. This section starts with the operational amplifier. 
General equations describing the operational amplifier are given in 
2,21, while section 2,211 contains information on suoh amplifier 
characteristics as open loop gain, drift and input and output impedances. 
Both vacuum tube and solid state amplifiers arc covered. Section'.,
2.212 and 2.213 deal briefly with the operation of the inverting and 
integrating circuits.

Sections 2,22 and 2.23 contain descriptions of the properties 
of those input and feedback components which were used in the work 
on the analogue. Polystyrene capacitors were used, end aeotlons 2.221 
end 2.222 contain a survey of the literature on the properties of this 
dielectric. The important point is made that for polystyrene it is 
not sufficient to consider the capacitor as a simple series or parallel 
combination of pure resistance and capacitance. As the loss tangent 

constant the series or parallel resistor would have to have a 
value dependent on frequency. The stability end temperature coefficient 
of cranked carbon resistors are described in 2,231 and 2.232, /while non-
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linearity and tbe effects of frequency are covered in 8.253 and 2.254.
Section 2.5 oovere the use of dlodee for the simulation of 

saturation non-linearitlee on tbe analogue computer.
The description of the analogue computer is concluded with 

a section on coaling, A method of estimating maximum values of system 
variables is described briefly.

Section 5 deals with the petition control servomechanism, 
end starts with a Short survey of previous work in this field. Section
3.2 deals with the linear analysis of the eervcseohanism. Basic 
equations are derived (section 3.21) end these ore manipulated to obtain 
suitable equations for the plotting of root looi, lu this instance 
the root looi are not true looi and only have a physical meaning at 
the closed loop poles. Investigation of the equations with a view to 
normalisation (section 3.22) Shows that this is not possible in a 
convenient form. In aeotion 5.23 the conditions for which root looi 
were drawn are listed, nnd the calculation of stop function responses 
from closed loop pole positions described briefly.

Section 3«3 covers the use of the analogue computer to 
investigate operation in the non-linear regime. All the computer 
results are presented graphically ee step function responses. Besulto 
for linear operation ware compared with calculated figures, and were, 
with one exception, found .to .egree reasonably well.

The appendices (section 6) contain firstly (section 6.1) 
some measurements on the non-linearity of some actual servomeobooiam 
components. It is concluded that the use of diodes for the simulation 
of non-linearity is satisfactory. Beotion 6.2 describes the 
measurement of the input and feedback components which were need on 
the analogue. Tho use of a simple oscillator oirouit to check these 
measured values is described in 6.23. The final section (6.3) gives 
the results of measurements of the pen recorder characteristics,
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1. flEraODnOECOK

While early work on eervokertianiem theory was oonfinefl largely 
to netbodB of analysis and synthesis of linear systems, t!.e enalyels 
of non-l?.oear eyeteme has beoooia lafiresaingly importaat. Seotion 3.1 
of this diBeertatlon oontalne a Seaorlptlon 0.' InveatlgatiooB whtoh 
have been carried out into the performance of temote position uuntrol 
eervomeohanisns with various non-linearities, and it is apparent 
from this tbat the non-linear behaviour of this particular eervo- 
meohanism ha a received ooneidertitile attention.

Vest, Douoe and Saylor^ and Vest and Kikiferuk* have both 
emphasised that the presence uf non-linearities is not necessarily 
undesirable, and in fact as a fce eede into a desirable feature of a 
Berromechanlsm. Ibis oan only t>- achieved however, through an 
understanding of the cberaoteriatios of non-linear systems. Veet^ 
has pointed out the many difficulties which arise in the analysis 
of non-linear systems, and has provided a comprehensive description 
of the various analytical techniques available for this task. In 
addition he emphasises that saturation non-linearities exist in every 
eerroaeohaoism, and will modify tho performance of the system to 
a greater or lesser degree.

The analysis of o^n-linear servomechanisms is usually 
confined to the determination of the transient response, normally 
tha step-i'unotiOB response. Bo# folt-SOith2 and Coaled in a 
contribution to the paper by West, Douoe aod Haylor1 have made the 
point tliat tiiile -"o" a linear uyatem kuoaladge of either tho 
transient respnnoa or the frequency roBgonse is, in theory, sufficient 
for a full knowledge of the servomechanism performance, the same does 
tiob oeoepoarily hold for a non-linear systea. In their reply 
to dissuasion the authors agree with this, but defend their use of 
the step-funotion woponw by pointing out that knowledge of this 
response is on its own of value. Tuotin^, in a contribution to a 
paper by Vest and HikLforuk6, makes the seme poiut vAen he queriiee 
the practioel value of evaluating the step-function response.
Onoe ugaio, the outbow agree, end while they feel that the random
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input response will prove of more value, they nevertheless think 
that the evaluation of etep-funotion resrooee will lead to a 
tetter understanding of the performance of the non-linear system, 
and a better assessment of its adequacy tor a given set of 
requitemanta.

The moat ooaaon method for the analysis of non-linear 
syntems is perhaps the phase-plane. The use of this method is 
described in most textbooks ou cervomechanism theory. Good 
descriptions see givea by, for example, ffamond8, Thaler and 
Pastel^, Truzal2"0, and Vest^. Vest has pointed out that while 
the phaso-plane oethod oan be applied to many problems by a suitable 
transformation of variables the method has most meaning when the 
variables are velocity and position, for these ere easily visualised. 
In general the phase-plane method is restricted to the transient 
analysis of systems of second-order which ere subjected to initial 
conditions only, and are not otherwise excited. Kalman^, however, 
has extended and generalised the method to systems governed by 
higher-order non-linear differential equations.

Analogue computers are commonly used for the analysis 
of non-linear servomechanism performance. Most published work 
deals with the use of analogue computers for the detaxmination 
of the transient response of the system, but the analogue computer 
is obviously not limited in this regard. West and Nikiforuk*’®, 
for example, in two papers describe the use of the analogue 
computer for the determination of both the frequency response and 
the response to random inputs of a non-linear remote position 
control servomechanism. Douce and King12 also used the analogue 
computer to detemine, again for e nnn-linear system, the response 
to both e.miBoidfll and Gaussian noise inputs.
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2. M B  AHALOCOE OCegPWai

2.1 GBtERAL

Both HanroiuS6 and Paul15 dzaw » clear distinction between 
differential analysers and dyni'mio analogies. Paul deeoribed e 
dynamic analogy as a representation of one i&yeicel model by another 
model of a different physical fens, both models having their dynamic 
performance described by identical mathematical relationships.
The obvious and often quoted example la the analogy between electrical 
circuits containing resistance, inductance and capacitance end 
mechanical systems with both energy storage (e.g. in a flywheel or 
spring) end friction.

A differential analyser on the other band, as its name 
implies, provides the means for the solution of the differential 
equations describing the operation of e system. This iw accomplished 
by the suitable interconnection of components which perform such 
operations as differentiation, integration, addition, multiplication 
by a constant, and for non-linear equations multiplication end 
division. These components are generally complex, end cannot be 
considered direct analogies of any part of the system under study.

Early differential analysers were mechanical, but these 
have been completely superceded by electronic analysers, and the 
term electronic analogue computer is generally taken to refer to 
nn electronic differential analyser. This dissertation will be 
confined to electronic differential analysers or analogue computers. 
The principle of operation of an electronic onalogue computer is 
well known, and has been described in publications such as Hammond , 
Paul15, Ha’prie14, Levine15, pfeffer16, Kopn and Korn17 end 
Jackson18. In this dissertation various specific aspects of 
malogue computer operation are investigated.

The heart of the electronic analogue computer is the 
operational amplifier. This is a high negative gain d.o. 
uaplifier which is used with passive input and feedback components 
to provide the desired transfer function. Early operational

.../amplifiers
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tisplifiezs were, naturally enough, vacuum tube amplifiers.
Within the last decade, however, the use of solid state amplifiers 
has increased considerably. Vacuum tube amplifiers have the 
adventsge of being able to operate at output voltage levels about 
an order of magnitude higher than solid state amplifiers.

Section 2C21 contains a detailed mnslyeis of the 
performance of an operational amplifier when input and feedback 
impedances are oonneoted. This analysis shows the major role 
played by input and feedback impedances in determining the transfer 
function of the circuit. These input and feedback impedances can 
bis thought of as defining the mathematical operations perfonaed by 
the operational amplifier. Harris^ has listed two sources of 
error in an operational amplifier i-

i. t'ne accuracy and stability of the electrical networks
defining the mathematical operations to be performed 

11. the presence of any voltage signals in the system
other than those corresponding to the problem variables.

If the network defining the mathematical operations ie 
taken to be the input and feedback impedances only, a further 
error source can be added to the above list, viz. the effect of 
the departures from ideal amplifier performance upon the operation 
of the circuit.

These three sources of error are considered further 
in the following sections.

Pfeifer1** has given some useful general information 
on errors in electronic analogue computers. Potentiometer errors 
resulting from such factors,-aa inaccuracy in voltmetera, resolution 
and stability can be as low as 0,01 to 0,0#. Similarly, the use 
of big] quality input and feedback impedances end the houaing of 
these in a temperature controlled oven leads to feedback ratios 
accurate to within 0,01 or 0,0#. .Amplifier gains are usually 
sufficiently high to oauee the error in oloeed loop gain to be

.../considerably
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considerably leaa titan 0,0156, Loading errors are alao generally 
very low Indeed, fieoordera, eapecicily when snail numbara of 
operational amplifier# tre ueed, leatriot the overall acouMcy. 
Golvaotiieter rocordera asv generally only acoarato to within 2 to 
55$, and while servo-type recorders have a ooneiderebly higher 
aooitracy (0,1 to 0,g6) they So have the disadvantage of a severely 
limited maxivcn fsegpeixty, penally lees than 1 He (see ale-; section 
2.4).
2.2 LIHEAB (gERA'glOH

2.21 The Onerational Amplifier
Figure 2.1 shows an operational amplifier with feedback 

Impedance and several inputs, each connected to the amplifier 
thron#i a separate input impedaneo.

Korn and Khm1^ have given the following oxpreaaion for 
the output voltage in terns of the in^tt voltages e^, the 
input and feedback impede'icea and the gain of the amplifier.
'Hie input impedance of the amplifier is assumed to be infinite 
and the output impedance sere.

•„ ■ -G- (eii ̂  * e«  ̂  * —  ' " ik 4  ) a>

whore 6  = (l + ̂ f_ + )
A  Zil Zi2 Zik

Both A, the amplifier pin (negative and reel at low 
frequencies), and^  are functions of frequency. The feedback 
cirouit is obviously stable if, and only if, all roots of the 
ofaaraoteriatio equation 1 - A ( * ) / ( * )  have negative real

Stability of the circuit la generally achieved by proper 
decig.' of the gain characteristic of the opevstional amplifier.
The components necessary for this frequency compensation are 
generally incorporated in the amplifier for vacuum tube amplifiers





aDa discrete component nolid state amplifiers. Howover. then 
oapaolt-ore are esnsUy orders of negnltude larger than oen be 
fabricated by mooolithic tato.niiues, end ee a result integrated 
circuit operational amplifiers usually require external frequeooy 
oompe flea tion^

When the amplifier is inverting (i.e. it has negative 
gain), and the gain 1 is very high

-(e. eik a. •)

The output of the operational amplifier is thus the 
bub of functions of the input voltages, the form of the function's 
depending on the input and feedback impedances only. An 
operational amplifier with only a single input has its output 
voltage given by

When both input and output impedances are resistors,
Zf ■ a£ and 2^ ■ Bj.

&
%  ” \

and the operational amplifier multiplies the input voltsgo by a 
negative constant - ̂ f.

When the feedback impedance is a capacitor and the input 
impedance a resistor, Z{ - ■%, Zj, - Hi

and the operation amplifier operates as in integrator witn
time constant RjO.

.../Biustiou



Equation 1 derived by Korn and Kom*^ only applies when
the amplifier has Infinite input iapadanoe and zero output impedance. 
The; have also oonalderad the situation when tbeee two reatriotions 
do net apply.

When the load oonneoted to the output of the operational 
Mpllfier has an impedaooe Ẑ , and the amplifier an output impedance 
Zg the effective amplifier forward gain A ia given by

whore A is the open circuit gain of the amplifier.
The operation of the complete oirauit oan he analysed by 

using ShSvenin'e theorem. The operational amplifier oirouit appeara 
to the load as a voltage source in series with an impedance Zg. 
The vultagB source e' is the output voltage of the operational 
amplifier without Iced, given by equations (l) end (2) with 2̂ — > w

--(2)

and A -  f̂.

The series impadanca 2g is given by

The total output voltage e0 of the operational amplifier 
is then given by
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The effect of the amplifier input impedance can he 
obtained by considering the amplifier input impedance as the 
input impedance associated with an edditlonel voltage source.
The voltage source is of course zero. If the amplifier input 
impedance is Zg equation (l) becomes

*o " -O' - T T p  ) (ett ff. * ai2 ff. + ----* eik ff )
Zil 12 Zik

riaere now/ - (l + ff_ + ff_ + ----+ ff_ + ff ) ~1
Zil =12 2ik Ze

The preceding few pages give a complete description of 
operational amplifier performance when the output voltage of 
the d.e. amplifier is given by the product of the gain and the 
input voltage. This is not generally correct, for all d.o. 
amplifiers ere subject to drift, i.e. the appearance at the output 
of spurious voltages. Before considering in more detail the 
operation of the most oomonly used operational amplifier 
configurations some aspects of operational amplifier performance 
will be investigated.

2.211 Amplifier Drift

As mentioned above the output voltage of a d.o. amplifier 
is generally not zero winn zero input voltage ie applied. The 
application of a voltage offset to the amplifier can ensure zero 
output voltage. When, however, the magnitude of the voltage offset 
required for zero output voltage varies with time it is not generally 
possible to ensure that the amplifier output voltage is given by 
the product of gain end the input voltage, and drift is present. It



ie customary to iefer all voltage offset and drift velue'i to the 
amplifier input.

There are many oauaes of drift. Kotc and Korn17 list 
the following factors which osc cause drift in n vaouum tube 
amplifier.

i. dhangea in supply voltages
ii. changes in ceBistenoe values
iii. Ohangee in vacuum tube obaraoteristics.

Drift in solid state operational emplifiivs rebulte from
the variation of tooth voltage and current offset.

Pear'aan*^ points out that the stability of the voltage 
offset in a solid state amplifier depends on the degree to which the 
pair of input tranaistorB can be matched and will track with 
temperature. Stateemphasises the important effect of temperature. 
The base-emitter voltage of a transistor varies at approximately 
2 400 uV/°C. The uee of matched pairs can result in net changes 
of about 5 uV/°C when the two transistors are at equal temperatures.
A temperature differential of only 0,01°0 however, would lead to an 
offset of 24 u7, or almost five times the nominal figure. State 
points out that temperature differentials arise not only from the 
obvious sources such as draughts and the proximity of power 
dissipating components but also by factors such as vorietiotie in 
amplifier load.

Current offset arises when the base current of the input 
transistors flows through the input impedances1 .̂ Markkula20 has 
discussed the effects of both current and voltage offsets on the 
output voltage of an operational amplifier, and has ahown how 
the effects of current offset can be minimised by the selection 
of external circuit components. Bouth2* points out that the 
input voltegv offsut for a particular amplifier is fixed, but 
the effects of current offset depend on the oirouit used.
Amplifier voltage offset is predominant for low source resistances, 
while current offset becomes more important when souros resistances

m m '" m  mui n 6 F M



are big&. Ko neceaaary relationship exists between voltage and 
current offeats, not even in regard to polarity2 .̂

The msgnibade of voltage end current offaete in solid 
state amplifiers and of drift .n vaouum tube aoplifiere otivioualy 
depends to a very large extent on the design of the amplifier.
State makes the very important point that voltage and current 
offsets in solid state amplifiers are non-linear functions of 
temperature. The use of average figures can thus Tie misleading.

Pearlmao1^ quotes voltage offsets of the order of 1 to 10 
uT/°0 and current offsets of the order of 1 nA/°C for discrete 
component solid state amplifiers. Inspection of maker's deta®^ 
for solid state amplifiers shows that the change of offset voltage 
with temperature in the range 10 to 60°<J varies fiom 0,4 uV/°0 
to 60 uV/°C. Current offset variation with temperature over the 
same range varies from 0,6 pA/°C to 5 nA/°C. Harkkula20, in giving 
typical figures for several solid state voltage follower circuits, 
quotes a voltage offset temperature coefficient of 15 uV/°0 for a 
discrete component circuit and values ranging from 0,6 to 4,5 uT/°0 
for integrated circuits. Corresponding current offset values were 
10 nA/°a end 0,002 to 3 nA/eC,

Voltage and current offsets vary with time (£ hour) to 
the extent of 1 to 25 uT and 0,01 pA to 20 nA in solid state 
amplifiers2 .̂

Korn and Kbro1^ quote average drifts for chopper stebilised 
vacuum tube amplifiers of less than 20 to 200 uT, while Ffeffer 
reports that good amplifiers (vacuum tube) will have drifts of less 
than 100 uV. It must be remembered that it is possible to operate 
vacuum tube amplifiers at such higser voltages (generally + 100r) 
than solid state amplifiers (generally + lOv) and drift voltages 
must be assessed accordingly.

2.2112 Qnen Loop Voltage Gain

Once again it is difficult, if not impossible, to quote 
average figures. ^



For aolid state BBplifiere Markkule20 gtvee a figure of 
10 for a disorete oomponent amplifier and values ranging frcan 
4 * 103 to 4 x 10^ for integral oirouits, Manufaofcurer'a data23 
ahovra values ranging from 5 x 103 to 5 x 10 .̂

Korn and Kom1^ give values ranging from 25 to 300 x 10* 
for stabilised vacuum tube amplifiers.

dll these figures are for aero frequency (d.o.).

2.2113 Input Impedances

Peerlman^3 reports input impedanoes of discrete oomponent 
solid state amplifiers ranging from several hundred kilohms to 
several megohms, '.foe development of field effeot transistors has 
made possible the construction of direct coupled operational 
amplifiers having input impedanoes in the range of 1011 to lO1* 
ohms13. Other sources quote figures lying within the above limits.

2.2114 Output Imnadanoe

Korn and Kcrn1^ state that in general the output impedance 
of vacuum tube amplifiers varies between 1 000 and 5 000 ohms.

2.212 'Phe Inverter

In this circuit the input and feedback impedanoes are 
both resistors, although in a unity gain inv.-rter the use of 
identical reactive or complex impedanoes will sometimes improve 
the frequency response.

Using the terminology of 2.21



13.

(1 -/ ) ̂  + (1 - A*/)

Icepeoti.oo of the above equations In the light of tlie 
amplifier obaraoterlBtloe trill generally allow the following 
approximations to be made

( i * S  * I t) -1

Only tiaen ie very hi* or the amplifier gain very low, will
Bi

the term ^  6en9;Mlly be of any aignlfioanoe.

Amplifier drift will appear at the output multiplied 
by the gain ff , and proviaed the signal voltage lewl is not too 

Ki
low will generally be iosigDifioeot.

...12.213



2.213 The Integrator

Korn and Kom*^ state that "the design of eeenrate 
iofcegretora is a oruolal part of the entire oooputer deaign".

A general equation describing the perfonnenee of aost d.o, 
integrators has been given by Korn and Kom1^

*0 - m T T  *1

where b is the time oouatsnt
and k the gain of the circuit.

(This distinction between gain and time cc test haa 
else been drawn by Pfeffer1 )̂.

Korn and Korn consider the response of the above system 
to a unit ate*? input. Under these oonditiooe the output voltage 
is given by

oo - bk (l - £ ^b) » kt - It t2 ± ----

ttoen e6 = kt true integration tow bean achieved, end the remaining 
terms in the expansion of (l -6" ) oonetitute a measure of the
error of the circuit.

If O f  V b< 1 tha absolute value of the error will be 
leas than or equal to t2.

thus | error | <r^-
and the maximum percentage error - 50 ̂

Thia is an extremely useful expression, for.it allows 
integrator time oonstanta to be selected in team of the msxisum 
penniEBible error and the maxim™ computing tiae.

Koxn rmd Korn17 analysed the integrating operational 
maltie* to using «in (1) n« s.tealm 8=i» ■»> 
of the circuit.



They obtained the expreeaioas

(pin - k - G - r f r - g p

(1 - A) R,C
and tine constant = b - *

(l-A)fl +1

tdiece is the reoletor in parallel with the oapaoitor to a inula te 
the leases. In section 2.222 it is shown that thin resistor 
varies with frequency, for it is the loss tangent which remains 
constant, et least in polystyrene capacitors. The use of a constant 
resistance value in wba'6 is essentially a transient analysis is 
thus incorrect.

If the above is ignored the expression for maximum 
percentage error becomes

(1 + A) B\  + 1 
max. percentage error - 50 — (TTaJHeJj—  *

- 5° » <^5 * U  ♦ a) h"5>

Table 2.1 shows that for polystyrene capacitors the time 
constant BjO in of the order of 10*s. Tor an integrator with a 
time constant HjO of Is the first term in brackets will predominate 
when the amplifier gain is greater than 107, and the second term 
will pre-’iainate for amplifier gains less than 10 .

Taking the first case (Amplifier gain greater than 10 )

max. percent error - 50 t gjjg

- 50 t x 10~* for a polystyrene capeoitor.
Thue after 200 seconds the maximum error is 0,01#.
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2.22 CBpaoltog Cbaraoteriatloa

It bee been 'iewi in 2.21 that the oberacteriotloe of an 
operational amplifier functioning as an integrator (or 
differentiator) depend to a very large extent upon the properties 
of the capacitor used. The loaeea of the capacitor can have a 
significant effect upon the transfer function of the operational 
amplifier, and as a result it la necessary to use low loss capacitors.

Polystyrene ie a divleotrlc with very low losses, and 
capacitors with polystyrene as a dielectric material are commonly 
used in analogue computers. As ell the experimental work 
described in this thesis was done with polystyrene capacitors 
the following collection of dielectric and oepeoitor properties 
is confined to polystyrene. The properties ere considered under 
the two headings - dielectric constant and capacitance, end losses.

2.221 Dielectric Constant and Oenaoitanoe.

Curtis2*, epaoting work by Breens and MUller2^ gives voices 
for the dielectric constant of polystyrene of 2,55 at 0°0 and 2,51 
at 100°C for frequencies between 0,16 and 3l6 kHz. Von Hlppel 
reports values of 2,56 at 25°C for frequencies between 102 and 10?
Hn, and 2,54 at 806C for frequencies from 102 to ? x 10* Hz, while 
Birka27 gives a value of 2,55 at 20°0 for all frequencies up to 
Id10 Hz.

While there are som. .-aorepenoiee in the values quoted 
above, they do indicate that polystyrene has a dielectric constant 
which is remarkably constant over a very large range in frequency.
The temperature coefficient of dielectric constant iaplied by the 
above figures ie about -150 x 10-6 per °C. Charlton aid Dben , 
however, emphasise that the temperature coefficient of capacitance 
depends not only on toe dielectric properties of the material., but 
also on the thermal expansion coefficients of both dielectric and 
electrodes, and upon toe method of construction.
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The datemlnstion of valueo for the temperature ooeffioient 
of capacitance implies that the oapacitauce returns tc its original 
value after themal oyoling. This will only ooour if the oapacitcr 
is properly constructed. Charlton and Shen quote figures for the 
temperature ooeffioient of capacitance varying from about - 100 x 10"* 
per °0 for a 0,1 uF capacitor to about - 170 it 10"^ per °C for a 
0,0005 tip capacitor, dbay report that enoapaulated oapaoitora only 
reach a steady state about 60 daya after they have been subjected 
to a 30oC temperature tiiange, while unprotected oapaoitora ruquire 
about 6 daya. Ihie property of polyatyxerai capaoitore obviously 
makes drift oeasureaeHtB difficult, but Charlton and Sbeo estimate 
that drifts of 0,1 # and 0,19< would not ue exoeeded for 
unprotected and encapsulated components respectively.

The use of temperature controlled ovens for housing ingot 
mad feedback compona’ttB in bi#i quality analogue ooeputerB 
(HaxrlB1̂  and Pfeffer1^) obviously oonaiderably reduces the 
importance of the temperature ooeffioient. The work described in 
this dissertation wae done without using any temperature control, 
but as the accuracy was to any case limited, and. aa the capacitors 
were not used at teepeiatureo differing greatly from those at which 
they were measured, it waa not felt necessary to take temperature 
into account.

Danaer29 quotes a figure of about 0,9# for the drift 
that could ooour in a polystyrene capacitor, and eentisna 
temperature coefficients of capacitance of up to -200 x 10” 
per °C. Hartshorn, Perry and Buehton50 carried out very careful 
experiments to detemine the tea»erature ooaffioient of permittivity 
of polyotyrene, and obtained a value of -169 % 10 per 0. It was 
possible to calculate the coefficient of thermal eapansion of 
polystyrene from this value; this calculated value agreed wall with 
the experimentally detenotoed value of 7a * 10 p «  0. It ift 
interesting to note thet Hartshorn at al quote a value for the 
temperature coefficient of .capacimSS for polystyrene oapacitcrs 
of -350 x 10~^ par °0.

.../Table 2.1



LoBeeB In & Mpaoiter are usuaUy expreeeea either 
in terms of a time constant os in terns of the power factor or 
lose tangent. For low lose capacitors power factor and lose 
tangent are to all intents and purposes identical.

Sable 2.1 summarises values given in the literature for 
the losses of polystyrene oapeoitore. Charlton and Shen28 have 
pointed out that the large variation in the values of capacitor 
time constant supports the view that it is the imparities in the 
dielectric rather than the molecular structure of the dielectric 
which give rise to losses.. They state that maximum end elniaUB 
values of the time constant can differ from their quoted figures 
by a factor of about 4- Hart shorn, Parry end Rushton**0 have
also emphasised the important effect of impurities.

Dimmer2^ has stated that for cepaoitanoe values less 
then about 0,1 u? the construction of the capacitor has o greater 
effect upon the losses than have the properties of the dielectric.

Both Bummer2^ and Charlton end Shen28 have pointed out 
that the power factor is essentially independent of frequency.
The implications of this are that the normal equivalent circuits 
(see for example Dunmsr^1) given for practical oapeoitore must 
have lose resistances whose values vary with frequency.

Consider for example the simple equivalent circuit 
there the capacitor losses are represented by a resistor B in 
parallel with the capacitor C. The capacitor impedance 2 is 
then given by
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tan S le gives ty

The use of the second eipieaeion, with tan I oooataot, ie 
obviously preferable to the use of the first, where E is

2.25 Resistor Oharaoterletloe

Following the section on capacitor characteristics,
(2.22) this section will be confined to the dharsoterietios of 
wracked carbon resistors, for these were the resistors used with 
the analogue computer.

2.231 Stability

Dimmer^ states that cracked carbon resistors show e 
failure rate of about 3 per 1 000 after operation under laboratory 
conditions for 12 months. mis failure rate ie dependent upon 
environmental conditions, use in air-conditioned surroundings 
resulted in lower failure rater,, while operation under service 
conditions of extreme temperature end humidity resulted in somewhat 
higher failure rates. Maximum reliability is attained when

to excessive 
in resistance

olimatio and other tests are typical for 
not fell.

Church , 
that for resistors
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of ■value was between 0,5 and 1«6, with oooaaiooal resistors 
showing mob larger changes. failure rate was found to be
higher with full load d.o. testing than with a.o. testing, end 
under very humid conditions and li#t d.o. loading very high failure 
rates were ejperieneed.

Jhraaer32 reports that changes in resistance of 2̂  
and above have occurred after storage for one year at room 
temperature. This is confirmed by Oburoh34, who mentions that 
some orsoked carbon resistors show appreciable Changes after 
storage.

These figures certainly provide justification for the 
general use of high precision wixawound resistors in analogue 
computers, see for example Harris14, In this particular instance 
however, it was felt that the cracked carbon reelstore were 
adequate. Appendix 6.22 gives details of some of the 
measurements carried out on the set of reelstors. Occasional 
oheoke on the resistors failed to reveal any evidence of significant 
resistance changes, occurring during the work.

2.232 Temperature Coefficient

Dueaaer3^ quotes temperature coefficients varying from 
0,0004/°0 for low resistance values to 0,00l/°0 for high 
resistance values. The temperature coefficient is apparently 
dependent upon the reristivlty of the oerbon film. The 
measurements carried out on the set of resistors (appendix 6.22, 
table 6.6) are in general agreement with the above figures.

The temperature of the resistor is a function of both 
the ambient temperature and the power dissipation and the 
following analysis ooueide-e the effect of the temperature 
coefficient and dissipation constant of resistors upon the 
operation of the analogue computer. This only really has 
relevance to the present work. As mentioned in 2.231 it is usual 
to use temperature controlled owns for input end feedback

.../impedances



lapedanoee in hi^i quality analogue ooapatere. Rider these 
oonditione the only effeot to he ooosldered is that of power 
diesipation. The temperature ooaffloieuta of the wire wound 
resistors used are likely to be considerably lower then those of 
the cracked carbon resistors ueed in this work, and it is also 
likely tiiat resistors of hi^aer power rating will be used. Wbe 
effect of power diaeipstlou is thus likely to be very mu oh leas 
than in the present instance.

The transfer function of an operational amplifier with 
Input end feedback ocaspooents has been shown (2.22) to be given 
by

e Z, neglecting error terms
•i Zi
Tot the case when both 2^ and are reaistaioes

Hm-H, - BI(j U + K ,  ('

%  - <1 *«<l 

then ̂  - - 57- r+2Tl®Tf7 )

y a . < < - < ) ri>
., ./further



Further conBiaoration of errors is beat done by referring to 
typioal or ment values. %ble 6,8 gives values of «Z end 3 
for ube 0 4 1,0 sagrhm cracked, carbon resiatore used with
the aws.*<, omputer.

Considering firstly the effect of ambient temperature, 
reference to table 6,8 Shows that the maximum difference between 
individual temperature coefficient valOSS is. 370 pi'piml/°Gn 
n̂bieflt temperatures axe, unlikely touvary" byi mote tbap 
50Ci.fyoa the reference value of 20°C,. er . so this leads'te 
a possible error in the transfer function of about 0,2#.
Voltages in the analogue computer are restricted to about 100 
volts peek and table 6.8 shove that values of the ratio 
very between 36 and 61 for the 0,1 megohm resistors and 41 and 
74 for the 1 megohm resistors. The highest power dissipation 
occurs when two 0,1 megohm resistors are used to provide a gain of 
-1; under these circumstances = P̂ . - 100 mtf and the maximum 
error of about 0,25# occurs. The increase in resistor temperature 
caused by power dissipation is essentially a long tern effect.
The measured values of B were obtained under steady state conditions, 
and the change in temperature which occurs when a resistor is 
subjected to a voltage transient lasting for perhaps 5 or 10 
seconds is not .ssy to predict. The above reasoning thus applies 
essentially to steady state operation of the amplifier. It can 
be seen that the resistors used with the analogue computer were 
such- that accuracies considerably better than 0,5# were possible.

2.235 Frequency

Osborne36, representing the resistor by a parallel < 
combination of capacitance and inductive resistance, quotes 
capacitance values ranging from 0,1 to 0,5 pP. The inductance 
in series with the resistor varies from 0,018 to 1,23 uH for 
0,1 megohm resistors and from 0,04 to 1,8 uH for 1 megohm resistors. 
These figures indicate that, as the frequency increases, the

.../capacitive
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oap.oi«lve effeot paa«l,.4,», a,.,, t„  . t
the impedacoB Is likely to le ebout 1$ greater then the resintanoe 
at a fraguenoy or JO Hte. IM, trei«enoy I. high ,Bo,» for the 
etleot to he a ^ U d U a  in aU  tat hi* Irejuenoy repetitiw 
operation of an analogue coaputer,

Tt»» are Bavexel mathofle aoaft for evaluotlog the ood- 
linearlty of reeiatora. toUard57 mantioos the voltage 
ooeffioient, whioh is obtained by measuring the xeaistanoe at the 
mexiaum roltage (oarinmni here meaning the hipest voltage Whioh 
oan he applied to the resistor without exceeding either the 
voltage limitation or the maximum power dissipation) aad ot one 
tenth of the maxjjaam voltage, care being taken to avoid temperature 
effects. Bummer^2 quotes values of the voltage ooeffioient of 
less tbeu 0,002%  per volt.

Both Hillard^ and Kirbyaaaeae the non-linearity 
by measuring the thiid haxmonio voltage arising from the application 
of the fundamental to the resistor. Millard plots the third 
harmonic voltage (frequency ),18 KHz) against the applied 
fundamental voltage (frequency 1,06 kHz). Typical values 
obtained on two different low value resistors (50 - 100 ohms) 
were i) 5 x 10™^ volte at 2 volts and 2,5 x 10-^ volts at 
7 volte and ii) 2 x 10“^ volts at 4 volte ana 1,5 x 10~^ volte 
at 7 volto. Kirby has pointed out that provided the power 
dissipation is net raised above the nominal value the third 
hanaonio voltage is proportional to the oube of the applied 
voltage. He defines a logarithmic "third harmonic index" (T.H.I.) 
as follows
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and /tiveB the following values of the T.H.I. for & watt reeietore

0,1 megohm T.H.I. from - 50 to - 60
1 megohm T.H.I. from. - 60 to - 75

It would apjoias that ooo-l±Dearlty ifl not a eorioue
Problem when oraokoS ourbon reaiatore are used with the analogue 
computer.

2.5 SBtOIATIOK OF SATURATION KOK-T.Tminn'TRB

Figure 2.2 shows the standard method of using two diodes 
to simulate a saturation non-linearity. Measurements were made 
on a circuit having the following nominal transfer function

| i | .  o,a |»i|> ».*

Figure 2.3 shows the variation of output with input 
voltage for various values of the diode biasing voltage E.

It is apparent from Figure 2.3 that the shape of the 
saturation curve depends upon the value of the diode biasing 
voltage. Figure 2.4 shows the curves given in Figure 2,3 
plotted on a scale where both the saturation level end the 
initial slope are unity. In practice this can be achieved by 
changing the gains of amplifiers 2 and 4 (Figure 2.2).

. . . /  Figvcre 2.2
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2.4 SCAMKG

The one aspect of the operation of an electronic 
analogue computer tiiioh perhaps causes more difficulty than any 
other is that of eoaling. Die need for a ogling is obvious, for 
the computer variables are voltages, whereas there is a very 
wide range of problem variables, and it is essential to decide 
on suitable soele factors. In addition, many problems require 
scaling of the independent variable, which is usually time.

fsul \  Levine1  ̂and Pfeffer^ have discussed the 
factors to be considered then eeleoting amplitude scale factors. 
Voltages in the computer are limited by the operational amplifier 
design, varying from + 100 volts for vacuum tube amplifiers to 
+ 10 volts for transistorised or integrated circuit emplitierB, 
and amplitude scale factors should be choeen so that this maximum 
voltage la not exceeded. Considerations of both amplifier notes 
and drift in integrators will determine the minimum voltage; 
once again this is determined by the amplifier design (see 2.23). 
Levine2̂  has described a variable scaling technique whoa the 
range in problem variable is greater than the range in computer 
voltage. Levine has also made the following statement on the 
assessment of errors due to scaling s "A good empirical criterion 
for existing precision computers is that errors can result in a 
computer if the maximum voltage does not exceed one volt during 
the problem run".

Toe selection of suitable amplitude scale factors 
obviously requires prior knowledge of the likely range in the 
problem variables. While this could be obtained by trial and 
error, this would be very tedious on a large problem, and earns 
other method is obviously desirable. Levine , quoting work 
by Jackson18, describes the following method.

The differential equation describing the system io
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B  B «(t) 1. . ,t,„ „f
BegnltuBfl B, ,«a U  m  toitto a „
val»« of the TarlaUee oan be apprralsated by

-B
dt laax

& l\ - 2_
dtx|max "r

2B
y laax

levtoe15 etatee that "there are no analytical method* that will 
indicate the aaxtaan values of variables in large-scale non-linear, 
variable coefficient problems".

Ffeffer*^ has listed five faotoru to be taken into 
account in the determination of time soale Actors t-

(i) integrator errors are increased by long 
(ii) long ooagnter runs are usually assooisted with lev 

and consequently inaccurate, potentiometer settings.
In general, it is possible to tolerate runs of many 
minutes duxsttoDi 

(ill) short computer rune are associated with high amplifier 
gains, ani it is frequently necessary to cascade 
amplifiers to provide sufficient gain. This lends 
to cumulative phase shift, and imposes a maximum 
frequency of about 10 Hz, although in some oases errors 
are significant at lower frequencies;

(iv) the hi# frequencies associated with short runs cause 
phase shift in amplifiers, and thus lead to errors;

(v) it is necessary to consider the dynamics of the recording 
devices so that the response characteristics of the 
recorder do not affect the recording (see 2.1).

Barrio14, levin.15 and Korn and Kora17 have given nwIQl 
r u e  lor the anaioattoo of Botb a w liM. and tie. aoaliag footora.



Both Veat^ and Hammond0 have given general deaorlptiona 
of the ̂ rCeiaeBoe of a «aote position control Bervomeohanim 
vheD 7aELoU8 non-linearitlea exist. This la a subject on vfaioh 
a fair nudber of gapers has been written. Aa the main topio 
of this diaeeirtatioQ la the iavBBtigation of the performance of 
ti remote position control eerromeohaniaa aubjeot to torque 
limitstion, this Beotioo cootaina a abort eammary of previous

West, Douoe and Naylor1 and West and Dalton40 have 
considered the transient perforaasoe o.: a remote position control 
servomechanism poseeeaing torque limitation. Both papers describe 
the use of the phaee-plane to detezmine the step i'unotioo reaponee of 
the frdctionlesa system when velpoity feedbatik stabilisation ia used. 
West and Helton Investigated the xsaponea to input Btopa up to 
one hundred times that just required to produce saturation, and 
oonoluded that the effect of saturation ie to make the system 
more oscillatory. Thiti effect, hoveves, only beoomea appazent 
at very larfp inputs, and the critically damped system first shows 
overshoot when the input etep is twenty times that just necessary 
for saturation. Meat, Douce and Naylor invaatigated the use of 
error limitation as a method of stabilising the non-linear system, 
and show bow to select the value of error limitation which results 
in optimum response. In addition to the phase-plane analysis 
the authoro carried out some experimental work on a serromaohaniem 
during vfaioh both velocity feedback and phase advance 
stabilizet) mi was used.

West and Hikiforuk4,6 have used both the phase-plane 
method and an abalogro computer to investi^te the performanoe 
of a remote position control servomechanism with a 'hbrd-spring' 
oon-linear oharooterietio. A 'hard-sprin*' non-linear

.,,/obatacteriBtio



oburaoteriatlo la ona In whisU the ratio of mitput to input 
iDoroasae with input. Vest-1 has justified the study of 'hard- 
Bpsing' oharactaristioB by pointing out that it is thought that 
auoolo tensioning in animals follows a 'hmd-epsing' 
eheraoteriatio.

In their first paper the authors use en analogue computer 
to determine both frequency and transient response. The frequency 
response invest!#tion was aimed at the location of points of 
discontinuity in the gain vs frequency and phase vs frequency 
plots. The transient response Investigations revealed that the 
non-linearity Improved the step function response without 
apparently affecting the stability of the system.

The second paper describes the use of the phase-plane 
method to investigate system performance when the non-linearity 
was approximated by a cubic equation. Velocity feedback 
stabilization was used, and the degree of damping was defined 
with reference to a similar linear system with a gain equal to 
the email signal gain of the non-linear system (see 3.2). Both 
the phaeo-elane method and an analogue computer were used to 
investigate system performance when the non-linearity was 
approximated by a segsented line. The use of phase-advance 
stabilization was also invest!#ted.

Douce and King12 describe the use of an analogue 
computes to obtain experimental results on the performance of 
a position control servomechanism. The system had a saturation- 
type non-linearity, and its response was obtained to repetitive 
step function inputs, a sinusoidal input nigral and an input of 
Gaussian noise tfLtb t simple power spectrum. The servomechanism 
was fitted with a system whereby the damping factor wee 
automatically adjusted to give a minimum mean squared error.

Vest and Somerville41 considered the third-order system 
resulting when integral of error control in added to the 
no«*l second order frictionless position control servomechanism. 
The effects of torque limitation were investigated, end it was

.../found



itsw& ̂  InBtaVUi-by ariseB %Aen the system 1b subjected to 
large input steps. The pbaee-pleoe method wag uaed to analyse 
the thied osde* ajoteaa, trot ootid only be aaed for atev input 
fucotiooe Wien initial velocities and aooelerations were aero.
She auttooirs found that the addition of integrator output limiting 
Mas able to stabilise the system. Sections 3.2 end J.3 are 
devoted to a study of a similar system, tiro only differences being 
the addition of viscous friction and motor field inductance.

Freeman^2 investigated the transient response of a 
position control servomedbanim v/hea baoldash was present.
The presence of backlash was found to make the system more 
oscillatory than the linear systes.

%Ueide and Bzeilo*^ and Ballslde end Petel^ have 
iBvestae *̂-ed the effect of a back e.o.f. non-linearity on the 
porfonnanee of h position control servomechanism. This non- 
linearity arises idien the armature current supply has a non
infinite output impedance. Under these oonditione the effect of 
armature be ok e.B.f. is to vary the armature current, and motor 
torque then becomes a non-linear function of field current and 
motor speed, -me first paper applies an analytical teohtique 
to the analysis of the non-linear system, while in the second 
paper tbm phase-plane method is used to obtain the step function 
response of the system. The autHors of this paper refer to the 
thesis of Eallside^*’, Wiich describes work on a similar system.
In this work it was found that the effect of the back e.a.f. 
non-linearity depended upon the amount of viscous friction 
present. The non-linearity had little effect on systea response 
when viscous friction was small, tret the effect increased ss the 
viscous friction was increased. This could be offset, however, 
by S reduction in the velocity feedback, so thst the total 
damping remained constant. This is the approach adopted in 
the following Motion, where the amount of velocity feedback 
depends on the viscous friction, the total damping remaining 
constant.

.../3*2



3.2 THflOKKglCjlL A M iasia- nPTOw»icw

3.21 General jEheogy

Hie basin equations describing the linear operation of 
a position control aervomeoheniam utilising velocity feedbaok and 
integral of error control are given below. The aervomeohaciaa 
ia aaeumed to use a split field d.o. motor, control be< , obtained 
thrcmgb control of the field current. Douoe^ baa considered 
the effect of fieT.d owrent Inductance and it can be seen that
the effect of this has been included here. The effects of vieoops
fi.dotion have also been included.

K2 2 II * V T~im~ 6 “ S US + SK-S

Ko aouount has been taken of. the baok e.o.f. non-linearity 
dealt with by FellBide and Eeeilo43, Pallside and Patel44, and 
Palleide45.

Tbeae equationa lead to the differential equation 
governing the operation of the servomechanism when the feedback 
loop is closed.

equation I.4.O.. to «te t-dli»« — < ” '>« »y.to. oimtion
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The use of the above definitions for vn and X  can be 
compared vith the method used by Vest and Hikiforuk6 in defining 
the damping constant in a non-linear system in terms of the 
damping constant in the small signal linear system.

Thft open loop transfer function can also be written

%  _ _______________ ~ wng ________________
6i a2T2 ( s (1 +otx +y)J 

tdiera y - J(l + o( x)2 - 4*<

Thus it is the values of both o£ and x vhioh determine 
the nature of the open loop poles. The open loop transfer 
function will have real poles when (l +o< x)2> 4 oi, and two 
oomplex poles when (l +#? x)2< 4 U  . A real pole of seoond order 
exiats when (l - 4 o<. Figure J.l is a plot of the
function 4 o(= (l +o<x)2, end thus shows the division of the c<, 
x plane into complex and real pole regions. (The polnte marked 
on this figure show the o( , x oombinations for vhioh the servo- 
meohanioa response was oaloulated).

The root loons method is commonly used (see e.g. Truxal10 
or Thaler and Brown‘d) for locating the poles of the closed loop 
transfer function onoe the positions of the poles and zeros of the 
open loop transfer function are known. The root loci oonsist of 
all points in the s plane at which the phase of the open loop 
transfer function is 0o+-n360o, where n has any integral value.
As normally used, it is the value of the gain of the system which 
determines at which points on the loot the closed loop poles are 
situated, and it is assumed that the gain is an independent variable 
vhioh can be whanged so as to obtain a suitable closed loop pole 
configuration. Inspection of the equation for the open loop 
transfer funotion of the position control servomechanism shows 
that the 'gain' wn2 is in this case not on independent variable,
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.is tits poflttioBB of the open loop poles ere determined by the 
value* of both vn and *g. Shie does not mead that the root locus 
method eeottot be appliea to the problem, vfaat it does mean ia 
that, except in oirooaatanoeo to be covered below, the root looi 
have no physical Bignifloanoe except at points where the gain ie

, In other words they are no longer, strictly speaking, looi.

3.22 Normal:! nation

In the equations so far developed both a< and x ere 
dimensionlesB quantities, and in view of the very mu oh increased 
usefulness of general solutions it seemed worthwhile to investigate 
the possibility of using some form of time normalisation in the 
analysis of the servomechanism operation.

Following the description of time normalisation given 
by Tuetin^, the closed loop transfer function is first obtained

9 1 + s I.



Tbia indieatee that eyatea gesponaea can be obtained 
ae a function of diaeneitmleee time f v 2 i, three

4/* 1*2
aimanaiouleee baraBBteis,

2 l  ^  ana I " ^ 3  baing n a q n tn i

to epeoify the eyatea oooetantB.

If the three dimenaionleBB parametera are 
Aĵ , Ag and ̂  -

•Is?

the olooed loop transfer Amotion beoosas

while the open loop transfer function ia
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While amlysia of the system using the comalised 
open and closed loop tsansfto fanotions derived shove meat lead 
to a hotter understanding of its operation, and of the interaction 
of the various parameters, it is not necessarily the most convenient 
method of approach. Thus, an investigation into the effects of 
the value of the Integrator ties constant (t )̂, by means of the 
root loons method, trill only involve the calculation of one set of. 
open loop pole positions should the original equations he used, 
tffie of the normalised equations will involve the calculations 
of a complete set of open loop pole and zero positions for each 
value of S1.

It ie worthwhile investigating the situation when 
time is 'normalised* in terms of the natural frequency vD.

On the assumption that the closed loop transfer function 
has been obtained for the case when 12 - T and wn - V, ana the 
integrator hae a time constant T1> a general solution is required 
vfcen wnT2 = WT and e( end x are unchanged. The integrator in this 
case hae a time constant of T̂ .

If Tg a BT the requirement that w^Tg - VT leads to 
vn - g, and if in addition T{ - the following expreeeions 
for the open loop transfer functions can be obtained.

(i) wn - V.Tg - T,

»„ -<2(‘*%) _
=° " A  (i . - * . » ) }  {■
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(il) "c " I  ’ T2 " BT»

*. __________~ v2 ( , v Tlp>

8‘ *»'* + jij (■ * ^ {  a - 5)j

If S - Bo this beoomsB

s o - I 2 (S t ^ )

°1 ■ j)}'^ ,ji (1 . ,)J

These equations show that oloaad loop ahasaoterlstlos 
oanoot be obtained In terns of these 'normalised' vsluee, 
but on the other band, all systems with constant values of z, 
oi , wnTL, and have Identical open loop poles end mxob, and 
hence their closed loop poles lie on the same root 'loci'. The 
gain term now becomes .

3.83 Step Sbnotion Hesponaas of Selected Syatems

In further investigating the operation of the position 
control servumeohanisB, the following mmerioel values were ohoeen -

The following ooabiBaVicma of x, ̂  and T2 vex* need -

(i) With Z - 0,5, Tg - 0,02, 0,1, 0,5 s (o< - 0,1265, 0,633 , 5,l6)

.../$!



h  ¥aB vai’ied 0,1 a to »  ( ^  to 10 „-!)

(ii) With ^  m ( ^ . 0) x .o, 1,0 and Tg - 0,08, 0,5 a 
(«* - 0,1265, 3,16)

( m )  With T1-’-- > =e(^ - 0), T2 - 0,1 B (oi . 0,633) * wa

•railed from 0 to 1,0.

Figurea 3.2, 3«3 and 3*4 ahow the 'root loons1 plots 
lor the oombinaticm mentioned in (i) above, The pointe on the 
looi tdieie the gain = «n2 are shown; theee are the positions of

iq
the closed loop poles.

Figures 3,5, 3.6 and 3-7 show only the open loop pole 
positions and closed loop pole looi for the above figures. In 
all oaeee the effect of integrator time constant upon the 
stability of the sy.item is evident, low values of leading to 
poles with positive zeal parts and benoe to an unstable system.

Figure 3.8 shews the rarietien of open and closed loop 
poles for condition (iii) above, where x is varied from 0 to 1. 
The open loop poles (for 0<x<0,934) can be seen to lie on a 
oiroltf centred at the origin, and this follows from the fact 
that oyten loop poles exist where

B “ " 2̂  (l+o(x,±jj 4 + o^*)2)

Since e - tf + jw

It follows that tf - (l +o4 x)

and w ■ - (ij i, p(- (l )
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er2 + n
Thua, for oooataot t<, open loop polos are aituatefl 

on e circle centred at the origin with reaiue

Knowledge of the closed loop pole positions leads to 
the closed loop transfer function In rational algebraic form.
The evaluation of system responses to given Input functions is 
then achieved by the use of La place - transform theory. (See 
for example Truxal^ or Bronwell^), In this instanoe the step 
function responses of the various systems were oeleoleteS. Plgvros 
3.9 to 3.14 show the results obtained, and once again tho marked 
effect of integrator time oonstait on system stability is apparent.

The step function response of the system described in 
(iii) above (figure S.l?) is worthy of mention. Bramlnotion of 
figure 3.8 shown that the closed loop pole configure tionn for the 
three oases x = 0, x = 0,5, x - 1,0 differ oonridesably, with 
surprisingly little effect upon the step function response.

3.3 SMAT.nrJlB nrMPtPEBB ANALYSIS OP BOW LIK3AB ASP M W a K A B
OHSt^IOK

> operation of the position control servomoohaniem 
in the n " -linear region was investigated by using an analogue 
computer. It was assumed that the torque of the system wan 
limited, and the analogue computer was used to determine step 
function responses in the linear region, end in the non-lio-er

a . ,  a .
«  ,0 t o w  lMt.tloo t . # a »  «ttb H M M t o o  of te. lot.ffl.tor 
output. .

to. »=t ,0-00 - t M  «t 
noo-llnOBEities on an analogue oomputen is ty the see of d a 

Un  6.1 git. W t U U  of W — W
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actual amplifier-split Zieia a.o. motor syateu i*ue c.31 ̂ .vee 
tiie reeulte at testa on an analogue oiroult using diodae. . It oaa 
be eeen that diodes oen pm vifle  a goo cl approriaatloa to eo fM l 
saturation ourves.

In simulating the operattcm of tba position oOntrol 
Bervoseohaniae it vas oonvecient to use tbiee dlfforeat oiroult 
layouts on the analogue o'eputer. • These thiee oixoxdtB all
bad identical obaxaotsristloB in the linear wgion, the difiexenoea 
arising in the arraneeoente for simulating tbs aaturatldc non- 
linearities. Figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 ehov the three oicouit 
layouts used, and also give the transfer functions of the individual 
operational amplifiers.

In all oases the differential equation deaorlhing 
operation in the linear region was -

a2 (l + 0,0198 s) 80 + a ;  (Kj (l + 0,0198 s) ♦ Kg^) 00 

*10(1 + 5^) 8, - l O d t ^ j O j

Oompariaon with aquation 2 shows that «n « 3.16 a 1 
and T2 = 0,0196 s. H e  oonatanta fi shd ^  wxlea

independently, tot these variations were in moat oaeee suob that

H i + ̂ 4  o 2 j  iq"1 end therefooe X - 1,0 
and ^  = °'lK5

.../plotted
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jaotw .1V.M I.-1 to, x
*11 stibsaguent mfli «*, m m . i  vxth A  . 1 „ , „

1,05 wo. Hsiao 3.a eo«o ft, ,WS rmoHoo „ , p „ „  „r i  
llnoar ayatn, far raolaoa aalueo of I,,' tho lotiioalor Ho, „„ 
ttaaa ooaolla a m  1. oiaparaa f%m o  5.5 ahiah a»a«, a, 
aaloalatad rortt. far ffl, „ „  e „ _
•aa Sean to .groe fairly aell, a,  ,1 th. o « ™  for
%  Here, the-aaaloeie resaita Inaioete a fclrly
alow response, about 5 a being required for the outnnt to react 
within 1#  of the input. The corresponding time for the eeloulated 
j^sulta ie about 2 s. A possible reason for this disorepatwp is 
the difficulty experienced in reeding accurately the analogue 
records, for the full deflection due to the step input m s  only 
about 20 rite

The step function responses for the oon-linesr systems are 
shown in figures 3.22 - 3»27. These ell show ti<e aemwohaoisn-- 
respouse to an input step which is 10 times the size of the step just 
necessary to cause the torque to reach its saturation level. The 
saturation level of the integrstor output is defined in terms of the 
torque saturation level. A saturation level ratio of unity occurs 
when the saturated output of the integrator is sufficient to cause 
the torque to becone saturated, in the absence of other signals.

Ehe curves fox an infinite saturation level ratio given 
in figures 3.22 - 3.27 show that the effect of viscous friction is 
to stabilise the system. (An infinite saturation level ratio 
corresponds to torque limitation only). The stabilisation, 
however, is not accompanied by a marked improvement in system 
response, which becomes oscillatory with very little damping.
Figure 5.26 is a phase-plane plot of the step function jr&ponee of 
the system with infinite saturation level ratio. Toil Plot emphasises 
the periods of constant velocity operation of those systems with large 
amounts of viscous friction.

Figures 3.22 - 3.27 also show the ei-sp Cutation reapousea 
,f win, Mbit. ™i««« ot th. wtwrtta l.™» *"

.../stabilisation
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stabilisation end Improvement io system response brought about by 
tbe introiwytlon of integrator, limiting ls apparent. % a  preliminary 
seleotioc of an optima value for tbe saturation level ratio can be 
wde from an erasdnstion of the step function responses shown in 
figures 5.22 - 5-27» and it would seem that ratios between 0,47 
and 1,13 would provide the optimum response to a step function 
input ten tines that necessary to cause torque saturation.

I’iguree 5.29 - 5.54 Shew the response of a system with 
equal (fcturstion levels (unity saturation level ratio) to 
different sizes of input step. These figures show that the system 
response, if judged on the basin of time "to equilibrium, or settling 
time, is, for any particular value of .x-.(the proportion of,.the damping 
due to viscous friction), substantially independent of the else of 
tbe input step. As would be 1 expected the settling time depends to 
a very large extent upon the amount of viscous friction.

Figures 5.35 - 3.30 are further plot* of the response 
of the system with equal saturation levels when subjected to an 
input step ten times the size necessary to oauee torque saturation. 
Figure 3.55 is a conventional output against time clot. The effect 
of variations in x is very marked. Figure 3-36 ie e phase-plane 
plot, while figure 5.37 shows the variation in output velocity with 
time. Both of these figures show that torque limitation beoqnse iu 
effect velocity limitation once tbe amount of viscous friction . 
becomes appreciable. Figure 3.38 is a plot of torque against tiqe. 
Bae graph for x = 0 shows that the system twice entered the region 
of torque saturation, and it is evident that the positive end 
negative torque saturation levels were not identical, and in faot
differed by about 1#.

This section will be concluded pith a few general ccraMt* 
on the operation of tbe analogue computer.n. a.toBdn.tto. tf «b. «W““ °r = ”"‘**

iroute » »  w

.../(section
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(eefftioo 2.1). The Teconier ueeft »aB probably the major Boysoaot error 
in *he eolution, and in addition e greet deal of tine and effort 
iree ape,it in reading and examining the very asull reeorde, Die 
use of e potentiometer type recorder, or e servo x - y plotter, 
would have resulted in large improvements in accuracy and would, in 
addition, have made the reading of records very auoh easier.

The diflafivantage of using an analogue computer lies in 
the fact that it does not generally lead to a proper insist into 
the whole problem, snob ae is generally obtained from ap analysis 
of a linear system or frtm an analysis (snob as the phase-^one) 
of a non-linear system. The analogue ooapufcer can only solve 
those problems put to it, and It remains for the operator to soak 
to get a general understanding of the system.
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This list of symbols Is not ooeplete, Jor there era eteae 
eyabols vdaloh are adequetely described in the text end hsve not Deeu 
included. There is slso eome daplicatioD of ByaboLe. Vhese this 
hse oocurxei the context should genewUf elialnate oonTuaioo.

eeeletos -teeperature ooe.'.'fioiect, system ooaettat 
%  capacitor loss angle
^  dealing faotoi
tj eotos flux per pole
9 angular position
a Dumber i?f pairs of peiallel emature oirouits
a er.cor voltage, voltage
3 nr
a, system, moment of inertia
p rramber oi' pole pairs
s complex Laplace operator (- /J + ;N)
w engules frequenoy
u natural frequency
x proportion of damping due to Tieaowa fsioUon
y oanatairt
A amplifier gain (A - f(w)), oonetant
B resistor tilaeipation oooatattt, oonatant
0 eapaoitsnoe
B voltfge
K a o n a ta o t
1 motor torque, inductance
H mutual induotanoe
p xeaiaws povei AisaipitioD
% resiataooe
H resietasee



leaietenoe
tie# ootmtent, *e$$ereture 
iota gratae tlM oonstant 
motor field oiwoit time cooatent 
impedance
total number of armature oonduotore, an^liflex input

feedback

output
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6 . eSBHDICBS

Testa vase carried out on a d.o. power amplifier end eplit 
field d.o. motor to detealne the shape of the eeteietion ourve. 
Table 6.1 shows the results of tests on tho asiplifier. while tables
6.2 and 6.3 glse the results of the motor tents. It can be seen 
that the motor was tested at so load (table 6.2), the armature 
current, with the exception of the first two teste, being about 
0,1 amp, and at zero speed (table 6.3), the a mature current in this 
case being p,7&- aitpB. The results of both teats were used to 
calculate the product 20 0.

Input voltage
Output current ol

I| Field 1 Sett

0 32 0
0,02 •27 36 9

25 40 17
20 42

0,00 17 45 26
13 * 55

0,15 7 53 46

0,20 2 57 55

0,30 0 59 59

TAKE 6.1

..,/M B IE  6.2
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Motoryspeed Sett field 
current

Armature taaatuxe
current

Armature B Y

754 7,2 0,216 3,5 0,280
760 9,1 0,125 7,0 0,552
749 50 11,1 0,106 9,3 0,744
751 40 13,2 0,103 11,4 0,912
760 50 14,7 0,103 12,9 1,016
755 60 16,n 0,105 14,2 1,128
750 16,8 0,107 15,0
746 17,4 0,109 15,4 1,248

(Armfltur* seelBt6TO16 17,14 rf-ama).

TABES 6.2

Nett field 
current 

bA

Anvrtai -

am,
Torque 

newton metres

6 0,78 0,0218 0,176
16 0,76 0,0460 0,372

0,78 Ov;»iB

32 0,78 0,0826 0,660

40 0,78 0,0977 0,768

TABES 6.3
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K g u w  6.1 shows nett field oureent plotted sylnst 
amplifier input voltage, lAUe figure 6.2 is a plot of the product 

lj> againr't nett field current for the motor. The effect of 
armature reaction upon the flux ie apparent in this figure. Tfte 
individual points plotted in figure 6.3 show the variation of 

lj) with inr-ut voltage when the amplifier is connected to the 
motor, while the curves are obtained from figure 2.4, being plotted 
so as to have the same initial slope nni saturstion value as the 
observed points. It can be seen that in this case a diode biasing 
voltage of 30 volte would have proviied a reasonable fit to tb» 
observed data.

6.2 Capacitors

6.211 Capaoitanoe

A Carey Foster bridge was need for the measurement of the 
capacitors used with the analogue computer.

Figure 6.4 shows the basio circuit of the bridge (no 
shielding arrangements are shown), balance being obtained by 
variation of M, Q, R and 8. The balance equations are

G = —  and L = K  (l + ̂ )

The bridge was calibrated against a standard capacitor. 
The shielding arrangements shown in figure 6.5 were used initially, 
and table 6.4 (seta one and two) shows the results obtained. It 
appears that stray capacitances of the order of 60 uuF existed.
Set 3, table 6.4, above the results of calibration measurements 
made with the shielding arrangements shown in figure 6.6; these
shielding arrangements have reduced toe stray capacitances to about
45 uuF.









*
Frequency Standard

Capacitor

1 IE
Measured
Capacitance "5"
iS
576

76

76

11
2 1 000 500 577

8281000 77

3 500 1000
3 046

1 0441 000 1 000 1 043 45
TAMS 6.4

Table 6.5 gives the results of measurements on the 
polystyrene capacitors used vith the analogue computer. Some 
of the capacitors mere measured twice (set one and set two) and 
there appears to have been a unifom reduction of about 6 uUF 
in the values of the 0,01 ui capacitors and about 15 uuF in tbs 
values of the 0,1 uF capacitors. These reductions are most 
likely due to changes in the bridge end not in the capacitors, but 
as they were yell within the expected aoomeoy of the bridge they 
were ignored.

.../ TAB 12 6.5



Measured Capeoitance

0,010025 0,010019 
0,009990 0,009984 
0,009081 0,009875
0,010203
0,010171
0,009879

0,010199
0,010166
0,009872
0,010114
0,009969
0,009952
0,010075

0,030010
0,03.0496
0,029854
0,029959
0,031210
0,030061
0,031129
0,029804

0,10026
0,10076

0)l0097
0,09935

0*10074

0,10096
0,09934
0,10011
0,10130

TAB1E 6.5

So_i3 meaauiemeota were mado to determine the 
aeneitivity of the bridge, and tatle 6.6 shows the changes In 
component values necessary to cause a detectable unbalance in the 
bridge. The aoour&oy to which the values of th= various 
ooopcnents of tha bridge weze known results in an overall

.../accuracy
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a
tir UH * ohms

1* 2. n
*

n*
0,01
0,10 I'Z 0,1

0,00!
0,1
0,1 % 0,2

0,1 0,6

MBI2 6.6

6.212 Loeses

The capacitor loaree were obtained during measurements on 
a Sobering bridge, and were found to be generally in agreement with 
values given in Table 2.1.

6.22 Besietors

The resistors used were hi# stability cracked carbon 
components (& watt, + 1$. Some initial teste were carried out 
on one resistor (0,1 megohm) to determine its temperature 
coefficient and dissipation constant. Table 6.7 gives the 
results obtained, and figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the variation of 
resistance with temperature (at constant power dissipation) and 
with power dissipation (at constant temperature). All resistance 
measurements were made with e four dial Wheatstone bridge,
(accuracy 0,04)6) and the resistor was always in atill air. The 
ordinate in figures 6.7 and 6.8 is the ratio of the actual resistance
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"to its value when the resistor ia in a till air at 20*0 with aero 
power dissipation. The temperature ooeflioient is - 310 p.p.m./0Cv 
shile the ohange in resistance due to power diealpetion is $2 500 
p.p.m./watt, leading to a dissipation constant of 9.54

arioient̂ TeaqieratazB Bower Dieeips’ Resistance
megohms

19.0 100 0,10061
32.0
36,0 0,10003
40.0 0,09992
45,o 0,09975
49,0 0,09974
51,0 0,09960
18,6 0,10097
18,6 0,10098
18,6 0,10096
18,6 9 0,10095
18,6 16 0,10092
18,6 25 0,10089
18,6 36 0,10085
18,6 49 0,10081

18,6 64 0,10076

16,6 0,10064
16,6 121 0,10058

144 0,10050

18,6 169
196 0,10035

16,6 225 °’1°°85 ..

SA9IB 6.7
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Temperature ft I

Temperature ig.6 6C

020 0.2$ 
Power dlsiipaion (watte)



® >® list of reBistora used with the analogue computer 
vm» aeaererea at temperatures of about 20°C and 60°0, end with power 
dleeipatione of 1 id# and 40 iM. Table 6.8 gives the resulting 
temperature ooerfioleota and rtiaaipatioa oonatente for these 
resistors, togetiaer with their raeietanoo at 20°C and aero powr 
diBoipatioD. It oan be seen that the 1 aagaba resistors have both 
larger variations in temperature coefficient a a well as a larger 
temperature coefficient, than the 0,1 megohm realsora. • Dunaoer̂ 2 
has figures shoving the properties of the carbon layer used in 
oraoked oarbon resistors rfiich oonfisn this finding. The 
dissipation constants of both the 0,1 and 1 uegoha xesistors vary 
considerably, but it is not possible to state whether this was due to 
variations in the aonatruotion of the resistors or to variations in 
the heat transfer coefficient from the resistor, to the air.
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6.23

She walo** oixcuit ahovn iD figure 6.9 providea » 
solution to the differential eiuetlon

This equation has a solution v . A sin (wt + 0), A and 
0 being constants depending vron the initial oonditions. %e  
angular frequency w is given in terms of the ooaponeot values of 
figure 6.9 by

B iub the frequency can be calculated If component values 
are known, and conversely measurements of the frequency can be used 
to check measured component values.

Table 6.9 gives details of the component values used in 
0 series of bests, together with both measured and calculated values 
of the period of obcHW.Iod. The accuracy of resistance 
measurement was + 0,04/6, and oapaoltora were measured to an 
accuracy of 0,1)6, thus the maximum error in the period of oscillation 
would be expected to be about 0,10)6. In all but one of the tests 
the discrepancy between observed and calculated periods is lees 
then 0,16)6, and the ana_ jue circuit can be considered as operating 
sat'.efaotorily sod to have given results in accordance with those 
predicted from component values.

=in W A
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h s *2
SVL <2

« D
Sf
K jT.

1 0,5016 0,10076 0,4993 1 0062
0,009990 0,4992 0,0)0171 1 00570,10060 0,100024 0,09996 0,100745 0,010025 1,0108 0,009990 1,0231

Measured Calculated Error

ms *

316,14 316,36 -0,22 -0,07
31,756 31,717

645,10 644,03 +1,07 +0,17
63,564 63,536 -0,172 -0,275 63,930 63,931 -0,001 -0,002

TiBI$ 6.9

Jt 1b periiaps nielcadiog to oompere toe differeoce between 
obeenred and calculated periods with a "murium" expected error derifed 
from toe accuracies of the measurements of conponeot values. This 
latter figure should sore correctly be regarded an the average error 
which would result after a large number of observations. The 
scatter cf individual observations about this average will depend 
upon toe sensitivity of the equipment used for measuring both 
component values and toe periods of oscillation. It la tone 
not impossible for individual values of the difference to exceed 
the "maximum" expected error. In view of the good agreement

,../between



Setveen obaerved and oalouleted petiofla, title natter vee not pursued.

The pee -recorder vae calibrated, at different frequecolee. 
toe m e  value of the applied voltage we a measured yltb e vacuum tube 
voltmeter for frequenoiea hitter then 20 He. At lower frequenolea 
an oBollloaoepe oalibrated ageioat the vsouua tube voltmeter waa 
used. Table 6.10 BbowB the reunite obtained, and figure 6.10 la 
a plot of the eennitlvity (in 4B witii the d.o. value aa reference) 
agpinat frequency. It con be seen that the response la eeaentielly 
flat from d.o. to about 50 Ha, where it in down by 5 dR.

Right hand pen

TABLE 6.10
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